
What we are doing to keep athletes engaged 
From Coach Rob Robitaille 
 
Below are some of the things that we saw others doing in Middle Atlantic and that 
we have since put into action. I think it’s incredibly important to state how 
impressive, important, and engaged the Middle Atlantic Community 

(Leaders/Coaches) have been during the pandemic. We are sharing ideas and thoughts weekly in 
meetings and it has proven to be invaluable. Collaboration amongst teams right now, at least in the MA, 
is not only fantastic, but we are already making those network connections to ensure that the sport 
thrives when any return to practice is possible. 

My thought on making sure that the student-athlete stays “in-shape” are built around three pillars. 

• Mind – Training the mind to overcome adversity, set goals and put them in action, create good 
habits, and maintain focus. 

• Body – Voluntary Drylands and offering various suggestions of resources for those that are 
interested. 

• Soul – Making sure that the kids are mentally healthy, able to process this time, and make sure 
that we really push mindfulness and meditation to simulate the soul positively.  Resilience skills 
are a must. 

• Not a pillar, but I really think we as coaches need to rewrite the narrative of the situation from 
“Oh my god how are we going to do this?” To more like “I get to do this.  I get to find these 
solutions. I get to solve this mystery. This too will pass. We’ll be ready.” (Obviously that’s the 
Team USA mantra, so it should be ours.) 

We are also getting together parent-based activities since their social setting has been impacted as 
much as the kids. Many swim families are friends outside of the pool, so they are losing just as much as 
the kids. 

List of things we have done, and are in planning for right now: 

1. Voluntary Zoom drylands following the protocols. 
a. The focus is making sure that we strengthen the core to maintain a body line and 

increase strength/mobility to the most damaged swimmer areas, knees/back/shoulders. 
2. Voluntary Zoom Team Meetings 

a. We had a talk for the kids looking to get recruited with regards to what they can do right 
now and what to do right now with the NCAA materials and from help from 
organizations like NCSA. 

b. We are using Zoom to educate the senior group athletes with regards to the physiology 
and kinesiology of the sport. 

i. We have had a swimmer’s shoulder session and why targeted dryland exercises 
to address that are important. 

ii. The importance of strengthening the whole core and not just the abs, and not 
just aerobic running/biking. 

iii. We have had a freestyle mechanics clinic where we watched videos and broke 
down the cycle rates, splits, technique (everything including underwater 
mechanics). 



1. We are planning fly, back, and breast in that order as well. But I put 
those on the backseat when I figured we should do more to help their 
minds then athleticism now. 

iv. Talked about the importance of journaling work, goals, and daily actionable 
items to achieve long term goals. 

c. We have had two meetings already with the senior group athletes, a third today, and a 
fourth tomorrow with regards to their mindset. I figure that a mentally tough, resilient, 
and mentally healthy athlete will rebound much faster than an anxiety ridden one. 

i. We talked about how to set goals. Have a grand vision for yourself as an athlete, 
write that down, and make actionable steps from yearly, monthly, weekly, daily 
to get there with what we have available. Why planning out how to achieve 
those goals is more important now than ever. How to plan those goals out with 
actionable steps, precision, and create good habits to get there. 

d. For our age groupers we set up Zoom rooms so they can talk with each other and 
socialize by elementary and middle school aged. This does require a parent to be with 
them to follow MAAPP and we make sure to follow the protocols with regards to the 
voluntary physical activity. 

i. We have had setting goal meetings. 
ii. We also had a scavenger hunt where they ran through their homes finding 

random objects from a list. 
iii. Are offering voluntary basic yoga, and light body-weight activities. 

e. We have made use of the Zoom Breakout Session feature with the Senior Group 
athletes and are going to use it more extensively with our Thursday Team talk, 
“Focusing on hitting weekly goals, the process, and creating great habits.” 

i. We used breakout rooms last week. Split the kids into groups and had them 
come up with ways to motivate themselves and their teammates, and what can 
we do to increase our team participation and the sense of our team during this 
time. Came back and shared as a large group. They had a lot of great insights 
and ideas. 

ii. It gets them talking with each other and working as a team even though we are 
not together. 

f.  We use Zoom polls in meetings. Today I’m going to try to poll the thoughts of the Senior 
group athletes with regards to what they’re looking for in terms of competition after the 
return to practice has been granted. Try to assess how important it is to them versus 
just getting back together to whatever extent allowed. This was a great question posed 
last night in an MA Leaders meeting. 

g. We are in planning to offer a trivia night to parents and to athletes, however, I am trying 
to find the best possible way to implement this. Others have done this in Middle 
Atlantic. 

3. With the emphasis of the goals and resetting out thinking on how to get there during the 
pandemic I am going to have kids start signing up for virtual goal talks using “Sign Up Genius.” 
Basically, get a feel for how the kids are doing mentally and how can we re-think achieving goals 
and be successful with the adversity put in front of us. 

4. We started to read a book as a Senior Group, and we chose a book for our Age Group that we 
are going to offer that also comes in a kid’s version.  We are going to meet by-weekly after 



reading several chapters and just discuss through Zoom.  I got this idea from Middle Atlantic’s 
GPAC. I took it to the step that we invited parents in on it so they could read a book as a family 
while we are out of school. 

a. The age group book is called “The Energy Bus & The Energy Bus for Kids,” by Jon 
Gordan.  Great positive messages about being a great positive member of a tea and 
society.  There are options for all reading levels and some activity suggestions that kids 
can understand easily. 

5. We created an open forum for sharing resources and ideas during this time.  I put up nutrition 
information, thoughts on activities, some random team challenges, and we have the kids 
occasionally post what they have been up to. 

6. We have set up some Facebook challenges. 
a. What’s your favorite moment from swimming this past year. 
b. Driveway chalk challenges to put our logo out there. 
c. A positive “scavenger hunt” where they contact a person they haven’t seen because of 

social distancing, list three things they love about swimming, list what they miss the 
most, and put a support message on their driveway for our first responders, and 
essential workers. 

 


